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Abstract

Presentation of results

Focus contrast curve on one carrier at magnification 10X

Nuclear translocation assay
Translocation of transcription factor NFêB in MCF7 cells in response to TNFá.
FITC stain acquired with a 10X objective
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Cell proliferation
measures

Negative – bright staining in
the cytoplasm

Intermediate

Positive – bright staining in
the nucleus

50ìm

A,C – negative, B,D – positive.

Adjacent bands can not be of the same color:

Ntotal = (M(M-1))2, Nsymmetrical = (M(M-1)), M – number of colors
Ndistinguishable = 21

Recognized carriers with class assignment. Overlapping carriers and those
partially in the image are excluded.

Model of signal and counter stain
distribution in nuclear translocation assay
Intracellular imaging makes possible the analysis of the movement of molecular targets inside the cell.
Many transcription factors and kinases translocate from cytoplasm to nucleus in the course of the
activation process. We have developed a method of analysis of images of translocation events based on
a model of joint distribution of counter and signal stains. For algorithm development we used a series of
12 images of translocation of the transcription factor NFκB in MCF7 cells in response to TNFα
concentration. To find a robust measure of nuclear translocation we have defined a model of spatial
distribution of the nuclear counter stain and of the signal stain as it moves from the cytoplasm to the
nucleus. The model was studied under some perturbations in order to find measures that are robust.

Fluorescence imaging of cells on CellCards

1 - plating cells on carriers,
2 - mixing,
4 - dispersing,
5 - performing the assay,
6 - image acquisition,

lower magnification (*)

Miniaturization

smaller areas

Two carriers imaged at top and bottom surfaces with a Nikon PlanFluor 10X 0.3NA objective.

• Vary optical or interpolated
magnification 20X
1X

Z = 1 − 3(
-inf

Imaging of CellCards poses some specific challenges caused by the thickness of the particles and by the
need to image the whole well. To this end, we have developed the CellCard reader, to enable whole-well
brightfield imaging for decoding and focusing, and fluorescence imaging of cells on CellCards.

Focus contrast curve on whole well at magnification 2X
800

(2)
A – coding bands of the carrier in gray, structuring element for erosion in black and structuring
element for dilation in red shown at one of the orientations, B – fragment of a well image before
background equalization, C – color masks, D – erosion of band mask by structuring element of A
(black) produces carrier markers, E – dilation of carrier markers of D by structuring element of A
(red) produces medial lines of carriers, F – carriers with coding bands and medial lines produced
after pattern matching at all orientations.
When the location and orientation of each
CellCard is known, the algorithm calculates the
projection of each of the color masks on the
direction perpendicular to the medial axis of a
CellCard. These projections are shown on the
left. The sequence of color peaks in the plot
gives the code. In addition, the measurement
mask is produced for each CellCard.
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CellCards provide an ideal focusing target, high in both brightness and contrast. With less than
1 ms integration time for brightfield images performance is limited only by hardware speed.
Autofocusing on CellCards with a 2X 0.10 NA objective takes about 1 second and is
reproducible to 1µ accuracy.
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Number of readable CellCards

A typical histogram of
CellCard distribution for 10
classes in each well. The
inset shows in larger scale
that there are no wells with
0 carriers and one well with
1 carrier per cell type. This
data point may be removed
as unreliable.
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Data manipulation to increase z-value
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Cell separation lines are
watershed of inverted
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In addition to introducing new variables, cellular imaging may lead us to reconsider the quality measure
itself. An assay measure derived from an image may be computationally very complex. It may contain
operations that have the effect of saturating the values from the positive and negative states of the assay,
thus artificially reducing variability. This may happen unintentionally and even without being realized.
Moreover, the z-value can be manipulated intentionally, by applying a mathematical transformation that
maps all positive values into a single value and all negative values into another single value, which would
result in z-value of 1. One way of dealing with this is to use in the quality measure a dose-dependent
sequence of assay states with doses being close enough to each other, so that artificial manipulation would
be impossible. This leads to the measure, which we refer to as the “v-value” (equation 2):
The v-value is a generalization of z-value and reverts to it if there are only two dose points. The model may
be chosen depending on the nature of response, with logistic curve often being the natural choice.
Alternatively, as is the case with the examples here, no specific model is used and the average of several
replicas is used as fmodel in the equation (3).
The v-value is less susceptible to saturation artifacts caused by computation than z-value. It is also less
susceptible to the saturation artifacts of pipetting: the maximal point on the curve is often determined at
saturating concentration, and so any dispensing error has little effect on the response; the minimal point is
usually zero concentration and it also avoids dispensing errors. In contrast, the effect of volume errors has
its maximal effect in the middle of the dose-response curve. Taking the whole curve into account gives a
more realistic measure of the assay data quality.
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Quality measures for Relative Granularity

Cell analysis requirements
and limits of CellPlexing
Assay (Measure)
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The image size at which v-values reach acceptable range for the ratiometric measures may
be an order of magnitude smaller, than for the raw measures. The Figure shows that v-value
of 0.6 is reached at image size of 0.4mm2 for the ratio-of-areas measure, and only at image
size of 3.6mm2 for the nuclear-count measure. Therefore, the relative measures are more
appropriate in the miniaturized environment.

10X, 2*2 binning,
0.4 sq.mm, ~80 cells

10
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In the second part of the study we fixed magnification at 2X and analyzed the dependency of
v-values on the image size alone using images covering much larger area in the well –
16mm2 instead of 1.4mm2.
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In high throughput drug screening it is common to evaluate the quality of assays by a statistical parameter
that depends on the dynamic range and variability of the assay. Several such parameters have been
introduced with z-value being the most popular. These measures proved to be useful to assess variability
caused by assay biology and by instrumentation. Assays based on imaging introduce several new
variables: imaging resolution, size of the imaged area and the data extraction algorithm. Having a quality
measure, like the z-value, allows us to optimize variables that are under our control.
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Quality of four measures of Mitotic Index
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The plot shows little or no dependency of quality on the magnification from 10X to 2X. The
dependency of quality on the image size is very strong for absolute measures. The plot
does not flatten out, suggesting that a larger area must be analyzed. Relative measures
behave much better, especially the ratio of areas.
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One camera frame at each drug concentration was divided into fragments of decreasing
size. In each fragment the proliferation measures were calculated. These values formed
the sample of fragments, which was used to calculate the average and SD for the v-values
at each fragment size and at each interpolated magnification.
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Alternatively, individual cell analysis
can be converted to global analysis
by a procedure that we call cell-bycell intensity normalization. In this
procedure the dividing lines
between the cells partition the
image into areas, which are
independently normalized to
maximal intensity.
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RG = G (T 1) / G (T 2)

The described method can be
applied globally to the whole image,
to an individual cell, or to a cluster
of cells. To apply it to individual
cells, there is no need to know the
cell or nuclear boundary. All that is
needed, is to know the area within
Normalized counter stain which a separate cell is contained.
To find these areas we used
watershed of the inverted image of
the counter stain.
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Adaptive contours
separate areas of
counter stain from the
background

• Receptor Internalization (Transfluor)

5

Relative Granularity

The basis of the method is the concept known
in mathematical morphology as size
distribution, granulometry, pattern spectrum or
granular spectrum. This distribution is
produced by a series of openings of the
original image with structuring elements of
increasing size. At each step the volume of the
open image is calculated as the sum of all
pixels. This diagram shows how openings of
increasing size affect images with different
granularity. The difference in volume between
the successive steps of opening is the granular
spectrum. The distribution is normalized to the
total volume (integrated intensity) of the image.

Normalized composite

Original composite

• Nuclear Translocation

Effect

Focusing on CellCards

Assay examples:

30

V ( X ) - image volume (sum of pixel values)

Cell-by-cell intensity normalization

Quality measures for cell imaging assays

(1)

For imaging of fluorescence the CellCard reader uses the standard inverted epifluorescence setup.

• Data extraction algorithm

• Proliferation (Mitotic Index)

Cells on CellCards in
fluorescence

Shadow-free illumination of carriers in the whole well is created in the system by a custom integrating
sphere with 24 color LEDs. This configuration provides sufficient light intensity to achieve integration times
from 1 to 3ms. Switching time is < 1ms. The light from the LEDs is reflected from the diffuse white interior
of the integrating sphere, thus illuminating the top of the sphere uniformly. This area of the sphere provides
illumination to the well that is uniform from all angles, as well as uniform throughout the field of view. This
is the ideal illumination condition for brightfield microscopy, and is optimal for reading the code bands. The
wells must be filled with liquid to the top forming a flat or slightly negative meniscus.

• Image size (number of cells)

(*) There are other ways to address throughput, e.g.
brighter probes, or better optics, or more powerful light
sources. We will address only computation-related
issues.
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These distributions suggest that a translocation measure can be defined as the slope of a straight-line
segment approximating the right side of the cross-histogram. This portion of the distribution corresponds
to the more intense nuclear staining and is also close to the center of the nucleus. The farther from the
center, the more diffuse the distribution, and the less reliable the approximation become. The portion of
the distribution that is used for approximation with the straight line is found by plotting the approximated
slope going from right to left and selecting the range where this approximation is the most stable.

• Magnification,

• Study quality as a function of
magnification and size

Recognition and decoding of CellCards
300W Hg-Xe
light source

Quality
measure

• Subdivide images into
fragments of decreasing size

We have imaged on CellCards cells with intrinsic fluorescence (e.g., GFP), cells stained with
fluorescence-conjugated antibodies, cells stained with colorimetric dyes, and even unstained cells.
Filter cube

Additional sources of variability in
cell imaging:

V-value

CellCards in transmitted light

• Operator

Transformed data – high z-value

Meniscus must be flat
or slightly negative

0

To derive stable measures that characterize transitions from the negative to the positive case, we
analyzed joint distributions of the stains on the model and on real cells. In the ideal case, the model
spatial stain distributions are circularly symmetrical and aligned. The cross-histograms for this case are
shown in the left panel. If the model is perturbed by offsetting the centers of the two stains, by changing
shape from circular to oval, or by adding noise, the distributions become fuzzy as shown in the middle
panel. Typical negative and positive real cells have cross-histogram as shown in the right panel.

• Equipment,

Methodology:

When cells are initially grown on CellCards (before dispensing them in the 96 well plate) they are
all on the top surface of the particles. However, after mixing and dispensing the carriers can land
with the cells in either orientation: up or down. This has implications for the staining and
subsequent imaging of the cells. The current design of the carriers has a recessed area to achieve
good diffusion of reagents under the carrier to the cells on its bottom surface. The carriers are
made of a material that does not introduce optical distortions; the middle section is clear with
parallel surfaces and the thickness of 30-50µm, which is 3-5 times thinner than a coverslip. The
Figure shows two carriers in the same well imaged at top and bottom surfaces. Our experience
shows that there is no image degradation when imaging through the carrier at objective
magnifications from 2X to 20X. We also did not observe any consistent or significant difference in
the intensities of images from the top and bottom surfaces of the carriers.

X - image, n - opening size
γ n ( X ) - n-th opening of image X

Counter
stain

0

• Assay biology,
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Image size in
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V-value

Throughput

How far can we push the system and still get
good results?

Granular spectrum

G ( n ) = V (γ n −1 ( X )) − V (γ n ( X ))

Z-value

Imaging of CellCards
Integrating sphere
with Red, Green
and Blue LEDs
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Drivers of change:
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Study of algorithm performance
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Measurement areas with composite fluorescence images and overlaid contours
inscribed into each carrier

V-value of
Nuclear Area
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Brightness profiles through cells:

8 - data analysis.

Cooled CCD camera,
1360*1024 pixels

V-value of
Nuclear Count

Positive

0.90

Negative

7 - image analysis for
decoding and cell
measurements,

Objective

Intermediate

The model of cell staining comprises a bell-shaped intensity distribution of counter stain, which is shown
in blue, and a bell-shaped distribution of signal stain, which is shown in green. For the negative case the
distribution of signal stain is wider and has a bell-shaped crater. Profiles through the real cells show
substantial similarity to the model profiles. All profiles are independently normalized to their intensity
maxima).
Ideal model
Perturbed model
Real cells

3 - dispensing,

Microtiter
plate

Quality of cell proliferation measures

Analysis of granularity in Transfluor assay
Negative

B – adaptive threshold contours.
For the counter stain - red, for the signal
stain - green.

A – image of Mitotic Index assay.
Counter stain - blue, Mitotic phase
stain - red
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A unique characteristic of autofocusing on CellCards using a small depth of field objective is the
bimodal contrast curve. CellCards have two points of maximum contrast corresponding to their
two sides. A 2X 0.10 NA Plan Apochromat objective has a depth of field of about 120µm, larger
than the thickness of the particles, so the contrast curve has only one peak as on the previous
plot. A 10X 0.30 NA Plan Fluor objective used for imaging of individual carriers has depth of
field of 10µm - short enough to generate two maxima. This allows focusing on both surfaces in
only one pass in brightfield, which makes it fast. Switching to fluorescence, the images from
both surfaces can be captured and the one that contains the cells in focus retained.

Ndistinguishable = (Ntotal – Nsymmetrical)/2 + Nsymmetrical

Intermediate

Activity of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) is assessed by analyzing subcellular localization of
GFP fused to β-arrestin. Receptor internalization causes staining to change from diffuse to granular.
Images taken with 10X objective and 2*2 binning. Receptor internalization in the Transfluor assay
causes images to change from diffuse staining to more granular staining. We have developed a
method for analyzing Transfluor images, which formalizes the intuitive notion of granularity in a
simple measure.
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Carriers can lie on either side:

If three colors are used:
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Blue – counter stain, green –
signal stain.
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CellCard with two coding
bands on each side and a
recessed clear cell readout
area in the middle

Ratio of signal
stain intensity
to counter stain
intensity

A,B – model; C,D – real,
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Possible number of codes
for this CellCard design:
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Images and profiles through
model and real cells.
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Encoded Carriers

Measures of cell proliferation
(Mitotic Index)

Receptor internalization (Transfluor) assay
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CellCards create an encoded nonpositional cell array in every well of a microtiter plate where
different codes on CellCards correspond to different cell types. Each assay well is imaged in
transmitted light, decoded by pattern matching algorithms, then imaged in a number of
fluorescent colors and analyzed to extract cellular response. Superposition of CellCard codes
onto cell measurements creates a rich data set with high content information obtained in parallel
on several cell types.
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Interpolated Magnification

Magnification

Number of CellCards Multiplexing factor(*)

Usable

Optimal

Usable

Optimal

Cell count

2X

>=2X

15

>=36

6

<=3

Mitotic Index (ratio of
areas)

2X

>=2X

4

>=10

Usable

25

Optimal

<=10

Nuclear Translocation
(slope)

3X

>=4X

4

>=6

25

<=17

Transfluor (relative
granularity)

2X

>=2X

4

>=4

25

<=25

(*) Assuming 100 readable carriers in a 7mm round well
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Magnification

The plots show little or no dependency of quality on the magnification from 10X to 4X, some drop at 3X,
and more significant drop at 2X. The dependency of quality on the image size is very strong until the
size of 0.34 sq.mm (red line, 600 cells), after which it flattens out. This allows us to conclude that the
required number of CellCards for nuclear translocation assay is around 4-5.

To study the effects of the magnification and image sizes on relative granularity we used z-values
because a detailed dose curve was not available. Two sets of images were used for experiments:
one set for the positive state and one for the negative state. In each set one image was acquired
using a 10X objective (blue outline) and one using a 20X objective (red outline), both with 2 by 2
binning; so in terms of spatial resolution we refer to them here as 5X and 10X magnifications. The
image at 20X corresponds to the middle quarter of the 10X image. In addition we used an image
that is the middle quarter of the 10X image (red outline). Each of the three images was divided in
four fragments (white lines) and the assay measure – relative granularity - was calculated for
each of the fragments for the negative and positive state. Z-values were then calculated using
positive and negative sets. The Z-value plot shows the window of good assay performance at
magnifications of 2X and above and image size of 0.4mm2 , which corresponds to 4 CellCards.

We have developed a general methodology to determine bounds within which cellular
imaging assays have acceptable behavior and applied this methodology to determine
image resolution and image size requirements for several cellular measures.

